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In this paper we show in a constructive way that the two duality schemes, La-
grangian and symmetric, are equivalent in a suitable sense; moreover we analyze
the possibilities of obtaining other duality results. © 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a constrained extremum problem (primal), the Lagrange multi-
pliers theory allows us to formulate an unconstrained extremum problem
(dual) satisfying the so-called weak duality theorem (i.e. the dual optimum
is less than or equal to the primal one). Such a Lagrangian dual is asym-
metric in the sense that the dual feasible region is contained in a space
whose dimension is greater than that of the primal one.
When the data-functions are differentiable it is possible to give another
classical formulation [4], perhaps more elegant, but, unfortunately, satisfy-
ing the weak duality property only under some suitable assumptions (for ex-
ample, regularity and convexity). In [4], in fact, a symmetric duality scheme
is formulated (in the sense that the feasible regions of the two problems,
primal and dual, are contained in spaces having the same dimension) and
a weak duality theorem, under the hypotheses of convexity and differentia-
bility for the considered functions is established. Such a scheme has been
generalized to the pseudoconvex [7] and to the pseudoinvex [9] case.
We are interested in the following constrained extremum problem,
vP
4D min
x2R
x (1.1)
where R
4Dx 2 n x x  0; gx  0, x n! , gx n! m.
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Definition 1.1. A couple of minimum problems is called equivalent iff:
(i) Both minima exist and are equal.
(ii) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between minimum
points.
Definition 1.2. A couple of equivalent minimum problems is called
strictly equivalent iff the minimum points of the two problems are the same.
Problem (1.1) will be called primal, while the following is called La-
grangian (or asymmetric) dual,
vD D max
!0
min
x0
Lx;!; (1.2)
where Lx;! 4Dx − !; gx is the Lagrangian function.
If the functions  and g are differentiable we can define the following
extremum problem,
vRD
4D sup
x;!2R
Lx;! (1.3)
where R
4Dx;! 2 n  mCx rx − !;rgx D 0, and r denotes
the gradient.
It is well known that the duality relationship vP  vD holds; while if we
suppose that  and −g are convex and a regularity condition for prob-
lem (1.1) holds (for example, the Mangasarian–Fromovitz condition) then
we have vP  vRD.
Let us now consider the symmetric duality scheme as in [4]. Let Kx;!
be a continuously differentiable function from n  m to  and define
rKx
4D

@
@x1
K; : : : ;
@
@xn
K

; rK!
4D

@
@!1
K; : : : ;
@
@!m
K

;
S
4D x;! 2 n  mx x;!  0 and rK!x;!  0};
S
4D x;! 2 n  mx x;!  0 and rKxx;!  0};
vSP
4D min
x;!2S

Kx;! − !;rK!x;!
}
; (1.4)
vSD
4D max
x;!2S

Kx;! − x;rKxx;!
}
: (1.5)
Problems (1.4) and (1.5) are called, respectively, symmetric primal and dual.
In [4] it is shown that if K is convex in x and concave in ! then the following
duality result holds:
vSP  vSD: (1.6)
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The aim of this paper is to show the equivalence between Lagrangian and
symmetric duality in the sense expressed by the following theorem which
we will prove in the next section:
Main Theorem. (i) Let us suppose that vP and vD exist. Problems (1.1)
and (1.2) are equivalent to (1.4) and (1.5), respectively.
(ii) Suppose that vSP and vSD exist. There exists a function g such that
the problems (1.4) and (1.5) are equivalent to (1.1) and (1.2), respectively.
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
To prove the theorem it is necessary to define a new couple of con-
strained extremum problems. With the notations of Section 1 we define
vHP D minx;!2S Kx;! (2.1)
vHD D maxx;!2SKx;!: (2.2)
Let us now prove three technical lemmata:
Lemma 2.1. (i) If vSP and vSD exist then problems (1.4) and (1.5) are
strictly equivalent to (2.1) and (2.2), respectively.
(ii) If vHP and vHD exist then problems (2.1) and (2.2) are strictly
equivalent to (1.4) and (1.5), respectively.
Proof. First of all we prove that if  Nx; N! is a minimum point for (2.1)
then  N!;rK! Nx; N! D 0. This is trivial if, for every i D 1; : : : ;m, we have
either N!i D 0 or rK! Nx; N!i D 0; otherwise, if there exists an indexNi 2 1; : : : ;m such that N!i > 0 and rK! Nx; N!i < 0, we find that the
function !i ! K Nx; N! is strictly decreasing in a neighborhood of N!i and,
since N!i > 0 (i.e. feasible),  Nx; N! could not be a minimum for (2.1).
Now, we suppose that  Nx; N! 2 S is a minimum point for (2.1) but not
for (1.4). Then  Ox; O! exists such that
K Ox; O! − 〈 O!;rK! Ox; O! < K Nx; N! − 〈 N!;rK! Nx; N! D K Nx; N!: (2.3)
But  Ox; O! 2 S implies  O!;rK! Ox; O!  0 and then we see from (2.3) that
K Ox; O! < K Nx; N!, which is a contradiction.
Vice versa, suppose that  Nx; N! 2 S is a minimum point for (1.4) but not
for (2.1). In this case,  Ox; O! optimal for (2.1) exists such that
K Ox; O! < K Nx; N!  K! Nx; N! − 〈 N!;rK! Nx; N!:
But  O!;rK! Ox; O! D 0, as shown at the beginning, and thus we will find
K Ox; O! − 〈 O!;rK! Ox; O! < K Nx; N! − 〈 N!;rK! Nx; N!
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and this is absurd. The equality of minima comes from the fact, showed
at the beginning, that if  Nx; N! is a minimum point for (2.1) then  N!;
rK! Nx; N! D 0.
We can argue analogously for the couple of problems (1.5) and (2.2).
Lemma 2.2. Let us suppose that vP and vD exist, that , −g are convex
and continuously differentiable and that the Slater regularity condition holds.
Then there exists a function Kx nCm!  such that problems (1.1) and (1.2)
are equivalent to (1.4) and (1.5), respectively.
Proof. We set Kx;! D x − !; gx, which is convex in x, con-
cave in ! and continuously differentiable. Problem (1.1) can be written as
min
x0
sup
!0
Kx;!: (2.4)
Because of the definition of the function K and the well-known Lagrangian
duality results, problem (2.4) is equivalent to problem (2.1) and then ex-
ploiting Lemma 2.1 we obtain the thesis. An analogous reasoning holds for
the dual problems.
Remark 2.1. In the same assumptions of Lemma 2.2 we have
min
x0
sup
!0
Kx;! D max
!0
min
x0
Kx;!:
In fact, if  Nx; N! is an optimum of (2.4), from a well-known minimax result
K Nx; N! D min
x0
sup
!0
Kx;! D sup
!0
min
x0
Kx;!
and the last sup can be replaced with a maximum, because we are sup-
posing that vD exists. On the other hand this was already known because,
when problem (1.1) is convex (i.e.,  and −g convex), we have vP D vD.
Lemma 2.3. Let us suppose that vSP and vSD exist and that Kx;! is
convex in x, concave in !, and continuously differentiable. Then there exist
two functions x n !  and gx n ! m such that problems (1.1) and
(1.2) are equivalent to (1.4) and (1.5), respectively.
Proof. Let us call  Nx; N! an optimum point of (1.4) and let us define
x 4DKx; N! and A 4Dx 2 nx sup!0Kx;! < C1. Let us observe
that the set A is nonempty and let us suppose that gx is any concave
function from n to m such that gx  0 iff x 2 A. Then, we shall prove
that problem (1.4) is equivalent to (1.1) and we shall explain what is the
correspondence between the minima.
If  Ox; O! is optimal for (1.4) then Ox is optimal for (1.1); in fact, taking
into account Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2,  Ox; O! optimal for (1.4) implies
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that it is optimal for (2.1) and then also for (2.4). Recalling the definition
of the set A we then obtain the thesis.
Vice versa, if Ox is optimal for (1.1) then  Ox; N! is optimal for (2.4) by
virtue of the definition of  and g. Taking into account the equivalence
between (1.4) and (2.4) we obtain the thesis for the part regarding the
primal problems.
We can argue analogously for the dual by recalling that the dual of (1.1)
is equivalent to the dual of (2.4). Taking into account Remark 2.1, we have
also the equality of the optima.
Proof of the Main Theorem. (i) Putting together Lemmata 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3 we have the thesis if we define Kx;! D x − !; gx.
(ii) Let  Nx; N! be optimal for (1.4) and define x D Kx; N!, the
set A
4Dx 2 nx sup!0 Kx;! < C1 and gx any function which is
nonnegative iff x 2 A. Then we have the thesis if we apply Lemmata 2.1,
2.2, and 2.3.
3. OTHER DUALITY RESULTS
We recall that (1.6) has been generalized in several ways. In Bazaraa [3]
the set S becomes
S
4D x;! 2 n  mx x;! 2 C1  C2 and rK!x;! 2 C02};
where C1 and C2 are closed convex cones with nonempty interior and the
0 denotes the positive polar; in [7] the convexity assumptions are weakened
with the hypotheses of pseudoconvexity but another feasibility assumption
is added. This result cannot be generalized to the case of quasiconvexity;
in fact if we consider Kx;! D x− 13, we obtain vSP D −1 and vSD D 0.
More recently the symmetric duality has been extending also to the pseu-
doinvex problems [9]. Moreover, we recall that in [1,8] the possibility of
extending the symmetric duality scheme in the mixed-integer programming
has been studied. An analysis, analogous to that of the continuous case,
could be made with small further efforts.
The theorem stated in Section 1 and proved in Section 2 allows us to
obtain other results concerning weak duality in the symmetric scheme. To
do this it is necessary to recall that if the Lagrange function L, for every
!, is pseudoconvex in x, and a regularity condition holds then vP  vRD.
From this fact descends the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1. Let us suppose that vSP and vSD exist and that Kx;!
is pseudoconvex in x, concave in !, and continuously differentiable. If Kx;!
is bounded in !, for every x, then vSP  vSD.
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Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 taking into ac-
count that in this case the set A defined in that proof is n and then it is
possible to choose gx  0.
We shall now examine, briefly, how duality schemes may be treated in
the nondifferentiable case. Let us consider a function Kx;! convex in
x 2 n, for each ! 2 m, concave in !, for each x 2 n, and not necessarily
differentiable and let us consider the following two constrained extremum
problems, where @ denotes the classical subdifferential of convex analysis,
min

Kx; y − y; t 4DFx; y; t s.t. x; y; t 2 RP;
where
RP
4D x; y; t 2 nCmCmx t 2 @yKx; y; x  0; y  0; t  0}y
max

Kx; y − x;w 4DGx; y;w s.t. x; y;w 2 RD;
where
RD
4D x; y;w 2 nCmCnx w 2 @xKx; y; x  0; y  0; w  0}:
Then we can prove the following duality result:
Theorem 3.1. Let us suppose that Kx; y is convex in x and concave
in y; then, for every x; y; t 2 RP and u; v;w 2 RD we have
Fx; y; t  Gu; v;w:
Proof. By the assumptions of convexity and concavity of the function
K, a well known property of convex analysis ensures us the following two
inequalities:
Kx;w −Ku; v  x− u;w; 8w 2 @uKu; v
Kx;w −Kx; y  v − y; t; 8t 2 @yKu; v:
Subtracting and rearranging, we get
Kx; y − y; t − Ku; v − u;w  x;w − v; t  0;
which is desired the thesis.
Remark 3.1. We have confined ourselves to the convex case in Theo-
rem 3.1 (as in the main theorem) for the sake of simplicity, but it would be
possible to extend the proofs to generalized notions of convexity without
great changes.
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